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Le s s o n 7 *May 12–18

Corporate Evangelism and 

Witnessing

sabbath afternoon    

Read for This Week’s Study: Eccles. 4:9–12; Psalm 37; 
Phil. 1:5–18; Eph. 4:15, 16; Col. 1:28, 29.

        
Memory Text: “And the things that you have heard from me 

among many witnesses, commit these to faithful men who will be 
able to teach others also” (2 Timothy 2:2, NKJV).

Key Thought: The dissemination of the truth of God is not con-
fined to ministers. The truth is to be scattered by all who claim to 
be disciples of Christ. 

As we have seen, it is important that all believers recognize 
their God-given potential. Scripture gives many examples 
where believers used their gifts while working with appointed 

leaders in an evangelistic team ministry.
In Acts 13:13, Luke’s reference to “Paul and his party” suggests 

that the apostle Paul was the recognized leader of a missionary group 
that included Barnabas (vs. 1). Luke tells us that sometimes the mis-
sionary work of Paul and Barnabas showed that they worked together 
(Acts 13:50, 14:1). 

Sometimes it is difficult for someone to become involved in local 
church witnessing and evangelism because leaders are not constantly 
looking for gifted people to incorporate into that work.

Last week we looked at the contributions of individual members in 
relation to the church’s witnessing and evangelism. This week we will 
look at some aspects of the church’s corporate strategies and the way 
in which individuals can become involved.

*Study this week’s lesson to prepare for Sabbath, May 19.
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Sunday May 13

Letting the Left and Right Hand Know 
Most people in the church are busy; others, for various reasons, do 

comparatively little. Either way, people often are not aware of what 
their church as a whole is planning or working toward; consequently, 
they don’t see how the activities in which they may be involved are 
contributing to the church’s overall goals. 

Read Ecclesiastes 4:9–12. What do Solomon’s words tell us about 
working together? How might these words be helpful to you in 
other settings?

These verses describe the benefits of mutual help, support, and care, 
whatever the situation. What is true for two or three people is also true for 
the local church. For the blessings described in Ecclesiastes 4:9–12 to be 
realized, each person must be aware of the activities of the others. If one 
person is not aware of what the others are doing or planning, how can they 
know what support is needed, and when? If we consider these points with 
our local church’s witnessing and evangelism in mind, we see again that 
if most members are unaware of what their church is involved in, they are 
not able to give support and assistance when needed. Sadly, because of a 
lack of support, those who are on the front line of witnessing and evan-
gelism sometimes feel that no one cares about this vital ministry when 
it simply may be the case that others just don’t know what is going on. 

The following verses record people performing special support tasks. 
Write down how you think these activities contributed to the 
overall mission of spreading the gospel. Acts 16:14, 15, 33, 34.

What may at first seem to have nothing to do with the church’s 
witnessing and evangelism strategies will, upon further consideration, 
be revealed as being vital to the whole process. Those who provide 
food and lodging for the visiting evangelist play as vital a part as those 
who welcome the public to the program. Many church members will 
volunteer to support when they are aware of the program and what is 
needed and when they are assured that their contribution is an integral 
part of the whole church program. In this context, it is important to let 
the right hand know what the left hand is doing.

 
Take a few moments to reflect upon your church’s evangelism 
and witnessing activities. Are you aware of the corporate church 
goals and strategies? Do you know at what stage the church is in 
this year’s program? How could you become more involved in 
your church’s attempts to fulfill the gospel commission?
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Monday May 14

Planning Together     
  

Often, when it comes to the planning of witnessing and evangelism 
goals and strategies, only a very few people are involved. Then when 
plans have been decided, those few people set about the task of trying 
to get others involved in the implementation stages. It is much better 
to get a larger group involved right from the start. This is why the 
Seventh-day Adventist Church Manual states that a chief concern of 
the church board is the work of planning and fostering evangelism in 
all of its phases.  

What do Paul’s words in 1 Corinthians 14:40 tell us about the need 
to plan? What does this verse suggest may be the results of a lack 
of, or inadequate, planning?

________________________________________________________

There are a number of mistakes that churches can make when con-
sidering their involvement in witnessing and evangelism. They can 
set goals but then neglect to introduce strategies necessary to reaching 
them; they can try to work on some strategies without setting any firm 
goals; or they can attempt either of the above without considering a 
process of evaluation. Goals and plans go hand in hand, but goals 
always come first so that plans that enable the goals to be reached can 
be laid. Furthermore, it is the process of evaluation that helps to keep 
the church on track and measures progress toward its goals. 

Every church should be aware of the concept of goal ownership. 
Those who set goals and are involved in strategic planning are 
typically the ones who buy into the whole direction and process. It is 
important, therefore, that as many people as possible have some input 
into all phases of the planning so that they, too, have a sense of own-
ership. If this does not happen, then, most likely, the long-term plans 
will become the property of a select few who will struggle to fulfill 
those plans. In this case, success is unlikely. 

Read Psalm 37. What assurance can we gain from this text in 
relation to the success of our witnessing and evangelism activi-
ties (as well as a host of other things)? What principles and 
promises can we take from this passage?

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________

______________________________________________________
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Tuesday May 15

Working in Teams 
It is logical to think that there were times when each of the disciples 

would have shared their faith on a one-to-one basis, but for the most 
part we see them in a shared ministry with fellow disciples and being 
supported by other believers. There is something special about work-
ing on an overall plan and receiving support and encouragement from 
others on the team. 

The Bible provides us with a blueprint for effective witnessing and 
evangelism, and it should not surprise us that, even today, when God 
raises up someone for a significant responsibility, He inspires a team 
to gather around the leader.  

Read Matthew 10:2–4, Mark 3:16–19, and Luke 6:12–16. What 
simple lesson can we learn from these lists?

 
________________________________________________________

Without question, the early believers worked together in groups. It 
makes a lot of sense. Besides each one having specific gifts and talents 
that others don’t, there’s also protection in numbers. There’s a sense 
of accountability: others are watching you, others can help guide you, 
others can help to protect you from wandering into directions that 
tragically might lead you astray. A solid team of faithful brothers and 
sisters, each one looking out for the other, yet all with the common 
goal of soul-winning, presents the ideal way of doing outreach. 

Read Philippians 1:5–18. What do we see in Paul’s commendations 
to the believers at Philippi that indicates they were engaged in 
corporate witnessing and evangelism?

 
________________________________________________________

At the beginning of his letter to the Philippians, Paul speaks of their 
fellowship (partnership, NIV) in the gospel (vs. 5). They had defended 
and confirmed the gospel (vs. 7) and had spoken the word of God 
without fear (vs. 14). He also shares his joy because Christ is continu-
ally preached (vss. 15–18). Remember, Paul is writing to the church, 
not to individuals. Of course, it would have been individuals who 
preached Christ, but the fact that Paul commends the church reveals 
that this evangelistic preaching was a corporate strategy. 

 
Eager to witness, have you ever found yourself tempted in ways 
that being in a group could have protected you from? Why is it 
important to cultivate an attitude of humility and accountabil-
ity if you are going to work with others in a group?
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Wednesday May 16

Every Part Does Its Share
When a unified church is focused upon the evangelistic task at hand, 

the Lord will bless its combined efforts. A careful study of the Bible 
will reveal how much of the New Testament was written to show 
Christians how to live and work together in harmony. “One another” 
passages are scattered thickly throughout its pages. We are commanded 
to love one another (John 15:12), forgive one another (Eph. 4:32), pray 
for one another (James 5:16), to mention just a few. Besides the “one 
another” passages, many scriptures relate to the corporate church, the 
work that it does, and the corresponding growth.

Read Ephesians 4:15, 16. How does working together contribute to 
the growth and edification of the church?

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

________________________________________________________

Paul tells us that it is God’s will that we grow into Jesus Christ. 
This shows that we are all on a spiritual journey, and, to a degree, 
it is our own spiritual journey. However, the text explains that each 
individual’s growth will affect the growth of the body both numeri-
cally and spiritually.  

As believers grow up into Christ, something happens that is won-
derful, even supernatural. They are “joined and knit together” through 
their personal contributions to the church as a whole. Optimum effec-
tiveness of any church is achieved when every part does its share. 
According to Acts 1:12–14, what did the early believers do while they 
waited in Jerusalem for the promised Holy Spirit? The answer should 
tell us a lot about what corporate worship meant. Indeed, it wasn’t 
until the Holy Spirit had come upon the early believers that they were 
ready for the task of fulfilling the gospel commission. This group, 
numbering about a hundred and twenty, were united in prayer and 
continued in prayer. No doubt it was Jesus’ promise of the Holy Spirit 
that united them and constantly brought them together for prayer as 
they waited for the power that would enable them to do the Lord’s 
bidding. We, as a church, should be doing the same.

As you think about your local church, ask yourself this ques-
tion: How much time and effort does your church, as a corpo-
rate whole, spend in outreach, witnessing, and evangelism in 
contrast to the time it spends over internal issues, everything 
from liturgy, worship format to music, and so on? Discuss the 
answer on Sabbath.
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Thursday May 17

The Need for Corporate Unity
It has been well said that a Christianity that does not begin with 

the individual does not begin, but a Christianity that ends with the 
individual ends. This statement underscores the importance of every 
new believer being incorporated into the body of believers. As with 
witnessing and evangelism, it is also true that incorporation cannot 
be left to certain individuals in the fellowship. Incorporation is the 
responsibility of the entire church.

Read Colossians 1:28, 29. What specific goal did Paul place before 
his new converts?

________________________________________________________

The Christian’s maturity, growing into the fullness of Christ (Eph. 
3:19), is the proper goal of the local congregation. Working for the matu-
rity of new converts is just as important as working to get them to accept 
Christ and to join His church. In fact, the church’s work of incorporation 
will help to ensure that their evangelistic efforts will not become a waste 
of time. Usually, before any witnessing and evangelism project gets 
under way, there is a time of preparing the church. This is a time when we 
focus on transportation, child care, greeters, prayer teams, and visitation 
teams. The apostle Paul would have us focus on incorporation as another 
important part of church preparation. Consider the following question:

Which is more important to ask, and why: How can new believers 
get involved in church life and its programs? How can the church 
enter the lives of new believers and help them to mature? Are 
both these concepts related and, if so, how so?

Often we see the work of follow-up and incorporation as the work 
of the one who has led the person to Jesus Christ. We only have to 
realize how impossible it would have been for the apostle Paul to 
nurture all who believed through his ministry in order to see that this 
is not the biblical way. Follow-up is not just the work of one or two 
designated leaders, it is the work of the whole church. 

Too often we lament the fact that new people come in the front door 
and leave by the back door soon after. This is a tragedy of eternal 
consequence.

 
Think about new members in your local church. How can 
you—not the pastor or the elder, but you—get involved in help-
ing them to become solidly grounded in the church community 
and its teachings?
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friday May 18

Further Study: Setting Realistic Evangelism Goals

Both as a church and as a smaller ministry team, we must make sure 
that all witnessing and evangelistic goals are realistic. The following 
are some key areas to consider.  

Affordable. Finances play a big part in many church strategies 
today. Consider the costs of advertising, transportation, resources, 
postage, venue hire, refreshments, to mention just a few of the 
expenses incurred in evangelistic activities. 

Achievable. Are the set goals realistically achievable? Do we 
really have the money, time, support, facilities, and personnel needed 
to achieve the planned outcomes? It is better to start small and build 
into a larger project as others join the team and key support is given 
in other important areas.

Sustainable. If a witnessing and evangelism ministry is successful, 
it is surely worth repeating. It may also be that your ministry is part 
of an ongoing strategy, in which case you will need to keep looking 
ahead in order to organize what is needed to sustain the ministry.

Able to be evaluated. Be sure that you evaluate all aspects of the min-
istry: personnel, finances, training, results, to name just a few. For 
ongoing ministries, definite and regular evaluation times must be set 
and adhered to. Also be sure to examine how this venture contributed 
toward the church’s overall strategic plans for evangelism.

Discussion Questions:
l	Go over your answer to Wednesday’s question as a class. Why 
is it that churches busy fighting internally rarely do outreach? 
In contrast, how could outreach unify a church that’s otherwise 
preoccupied with internal strife? How can you help your church 
to move away from preoccupation with itself and get busy with 
the work of outreach? Why is that so important? 

l	As you consider the following quotation, think about your 
local church. To what extent are the members involved in 
witnessing and evangelism teams? What part can you play in 
organizing team-training events? What is your personal attitude 
toward working in teams? “In laboring where there are already 
some in the faith, the minister should at first seek not so much to 
convert unbelievers, as to train the church members for accept-
able co-operation.”—Ellen G. White, Gospel Workers, p. 196. 
How many members of your church have even the slightest idea 
of how to work for the conversion of souls? If not many, how can 
that situation be changed?
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The Lesson in Brief 

Key Text: 2 Timothy 2:2

The Student Will:

Know: Explain the benefits that come from cooperating with a team in the 
sharing of the gospel of Christ.
Feel: Sense the power and joy of harmonious labor that knits the body 
of Christ together in love.
Do: Unite with others in prayer and in the power of the Holy Spirit, each 
doing his or her part as the Spirit leads.

Learning Outline:

I. Know: Building Together

l What are the benefits that come from sharing in the work of witness-
ing and evangelism with the other members of the church?

l What weaknesses that result from working alone can be alleviated in 
the organized labor of a group?

l How did the experience of the early church demonstrate the power 
and unity in evangelism that was brought about through prayer and the 
working of the Holy Spirit?

II. Feel: Harmonious Labor

l How is the body of Christ knit together in love through corporate 
work?

l How can setting goals, planning, and evaluating work together bring 
about harmonious working relations?

III. Do: Unity in Love and the Holy Spirit

l How can we experience the unity of the disciples before, during, and 
after Pentecost?

l What do we need to do in order to love one another better and work 
more closely together?

Summary: Working together under the direction of the Holy Spirit to set goals, 
plan, and evaluate our witnessing and evangelistic programs can draw us 
together in prayer and loving support for one another’s efforts.

A

B

B

A

A
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Learning Cycle

STEP 1—Motivate

Key Concept for Spiritual Growth: Working together as part of a 
team in the sharing of the gospel is the true work of the body of Christ.

Just for Teachers: The purpose of the opening activity is to cultivate 
an appreciation for teamwork and to inspire members that they can be 
more sucessful in their witnessing and evangelistic efforts with the help 
of others.

Opening Activity: Ask class members to write their full names on a 
piece of paper. Then ask them to write their names with their opposite 
hands. Compare signatures. Which one is clearly the more legible?

Now ask your students to try the same exercise again using the hands that 
they normally write with, only ask them not to move their wrists or their 
arms as they write their name. How far do they get across the page?
 
For Reflection and Discussion: It is easy to take for granted or under-
appreciate the effort involved in what one part of the body does until you 
assign that same task to another part. Then it becomes nearly impossible to 
execute. But even writing with the hand we use every day becomes difficult, 
if not impossible, when motion is restricted. The hand needs the wrist in 
order to write and to guide it across the page, as much as it needs the fingers 
to grip the pen. What does this tell us about how the different parts of the 
body are necessary in order to function as a team, supplying what is needed 
to perform a task? What application does this have for the way in which the 
different parts of the body of Christ function together?

STEP 2—Explore

Just for Teachers: Use this study in order to help your class to 
examine how teams worked together in the Scriptures.

I. The Body of Christ (Review Ephesians 4:15, 16 with the class.)

The Bible clearly states that the body of Christ is knit together “by what every 
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joint supplies” (vs. 16, NKJV). God designed the different parts of the church 
so that they may join together to satisfy one another’s needs. The important 
point is that Christ satisfies their needs only as they come together, and that 
results in growth. 

Consider This: How does an understanding of the whole truth prepare 
members of Christ’s body for work in God’s harvest? In which areas is it 
critical to pull together? What happens to the work when church members 
don’t pull together? How does Christ keep us in step with one another?

II. Witnessing and Evangelism, Part 1: Promises for Success (Review Psalm 
37 with the class.)

Psalm 37 is a treasure house of promises. One of the most powerful promises 
in all of Sacred Writ is found in verses 4, 5: “Delight yourself also in the Lord, 
and He shall give you the desires of your heart. Commit your way to the Lord, 
trust also in Him, and He shall bring it to pass” (NKJV). This promise offers 
endless possibilities for witnessing and evangelistic efforts. 

Each promise in the Bible is a gift from God. A gift often tells us as much 
about the giver as it does the recipient. What does this promise tell us about 
God? It proclaims His staggering power and sheer strength. No human, no 
matter how rich or powerful, could make such an extravagant promise. 
Once a drunken king foolishly offered to give of his wealth to a girl who 
danced for him: “ ‘Whatever you ask me, I will give you, up to half my 
kingdom’ ” (Mark 6:23, NKJV). He never dreamed she’d bypass his throne, 
a crown, and his pleasure ships to ask for the unwashed head of an imprisoned 
and dissident prophet. 

But even that king’s promise of wealth, corrupt as it was, is but a faint 
shadow of what God offers here. Such a promise from the lips of a mere 
human is limited to that person’s sphere of influence and is hubristic at best. 
But God’s power is not constrained by human weakness, and He will hold 
nothing back from the faithful one who trusts in Him to keep His word, wait-
ing on Him to bring the work to completion. What hope this promise offers 
to those of us who desire with all our hearts to see someone give his or her 
life to Jesus.

Consider This: What does it mean that God will give us the desires of 
our hearts? How do we avoid presumption in claiming this promise? How 
do we understand this promise in the context of witnessing and evangelism? 
According to Psalm 37, what is the fulfillment of this promise contingent 
upon? 
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n What are some of the other promises in the psalm that offer assurance in 
our efforts to lead souls to Christ? What conditions of fulfillment does God 
place on the promises?

III. Witnessing and Evangelism, Part 2: Principles for Success (Review Psalm 37 
with the class.)

The success of any group effort in evangelism and witnessing depends on the 
quality of the spiritual life of the individuals in the group. A powerful, effective 
witness begins with a consecrated life. Individuals must be consecrated to, and 
sanctified by, the truth that they teach, ever bearing in mind that truth is a Person, 
and that Person is Jesus Christ. 

Psalm 37 is not only a storehouse of promises; it is a blueprint for entire 
consecration. Filled with principles for living a sanctified life, this blueprint, if 
followed, will empower and energize the group and its efforts to bring people to 
Jesus. These principles, lived out, enable us to realize the fullness and the riches 
of the promises contained in the psalm. 

What are these principles? David begins with the injunction not to fret. To fret 
means “to worry, get anxious, be nervous, fear.” So essential is this injunction in 
his mind that he repeats it eight verses later: “Do not fret—it only causes harm” 
(NKJV). Why? Because worry is a form of lack of trust in God. It is the spoiled, 
decaying fruit of faithlessness and gives no nourishment to the spirit. His list 
of don’ts also includes don’t envy, cease from anger, forsake wrath, and depart 
from evil. 

David admonishes those who wish for God to “bring forth your righteous-
ness as the light, and your justice as the noonday” (vs. 6, NKJV) to do a number 
of things in order to obtain His blessings: (1) trust in Him and (2) do good; (3) 
“feed on His faithfulness” (vs. 3, NKJV), (4) “rest in the Lord, and” (5) “wait 
patiently for Him” (vs. 7, NKJV). Patience is one of the fruits of the Spirit, and 
often, it seems, one of the most unpalatable ones. Few of us like to wait. But the 
blessing of waiting is that it teaches us to trust in God and to distrust our own 
efforts. To rest in God is more than simply the act of waiting or being patient. 
Isaiah says there is no rest for the wicked. Sin robs the soul of rest and peace. 
To rest in the Lord is to let the soil of the soul lie fallow, to give it a Sabbath 
from sin, and to “feed on His faithfulness” (vs. 3, NKJV).

The singer of Israel also enjoins those who would seek the promises of God 
to be content with little. This is of vital importance. We must have an eye sin-
gularly set on the glory of God. To grasp after riches and worldly fame, to be 
ambitious and pursue the things of this world, is to divide the heart in its service 
to God. God wants all of us or nothing. Anything less than complete consecra-
tion to Him is torn allegiance. The highest work of every soul is the attempt 
to win others to heaven. Anything that diverts us from that goal is an idol. In 
contrast, the righteous, the psalmist says, show mercy and give (vs. 21). 
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The righteous person also speaks wisdom and seeks justice (vs. 30). The 
law of God is in his or her heart (vs. 31). Whoever does these things, the 
psalmist assures us, shall not slide. What marvelous assurance that God will 
uphold us during times of discouragement and temptation as we seek to lead 
the lost back to His fold.

Consider This: If the truth is a Person, as has been stated, what does 
it mean to have that Truth living inside you? What does it mean to be 
entirely consecrated to Jesus? What things must we avoid, according to 
Psalm 37, in order to live those consecrated lives? What are the principles 
of living consecrated lives? How do these principles help us to be success-
ful in our group efforts of witnessing and evangelism? 

STEP 3—Apply

Just for Teachers: Use the following discussion questions to examine 
practical aspects of teamwork.

Life Application:

When training workhorses to pull together, younger, untrained horses are 
usually harnessed to older, well-trained animals. As commands are given, 
the older horse obeys, teaching the younger one how the work is done as 
he or she responds to the master’s requests. How does this analogy trans-
late in regard to work in the church? In what areas of church work can 
younger men and women learn to pull together in a harness with older, 
more experienced workers in the gospel?

 STEP 4—Create

Just for Teachers: Suggest the following ideas to do during the 
week.

1. Create a list that identifies similar interests and skills in service, hospitality, 
crafting, music, or other areas in which the members of your class may have 
interest.

2. Use this survey in order to identify teams that may assist in ongoing church 
ministries, as well as possible new programs. Recognize that teams may need 
people who have a balance of skills, not just those who have similar skills and 
interests.


